
Know Your Chemicals 
Inside and Out

Chemicals seem to find a way into our work environments whether we want them to or 
not. Sometimes they come in welcomed, other times they sneak inside of backpacks, 

hide in new shipments or just somehow magically appear in the corner cabinet. We help 
companies know their chemicals–whether you’re a chemical manufacturer or just simply 

use them in your everyday operations, we help increase your visibility across all your 
facilities. And, we help architect and automate processes to reduce the complexity and 
costs of chemical management so you have more time to focus on your top priorities.
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Know Your Chemicals 
Before they enter your facilities

With automated material approval processes, we help you develop proactive chemical 
approvals and workflows based on the MSDS criteria you establish. We help bridge 
MSDS information across business units and enterprise applications, sharing and 

integrating the chemical constituent data from point of procurement.

Learn more about Automated Material Approval Processes

https://safetec.hsi.com/what-we-do/automated-chemical-approval
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Know Your Chemicals 
When you need to search 

products by their ingredients
The adaptable SafeTec SDS management system goes beyond MSDS documentation 

to help you fully understand, analyze and report on the chemicals used in your 
organization. Whether evaluating banned substances or preparing a Tier II report,  

we help you quickly source and report on the chemicals, and their  
chemical ingredients, across your facilities.

Learn more about Environmental Reporting

https://safetec.hsi.com/what-we-do/environmental-reporting/


Know Your Chemicals 
When transferred to  
secondary containers

Sometimes during the lifecycle of chemicals, they move from container to container, 
even outside of their original containers. Companies with chemicals stored in secondary 

containers are generally required by regulatory standards to provide labeling for 
products used by employees. Labeling helps promote a safe work environment, 

allowing users to quickly identify materials and respond to emergencies. With SafeTec, 
we provide the tools needed to quickly label and track your chemicals, regardless of 

container type, with as much or little detail as required.

Learn more about Secondary Container Labeling

https://safetec.hsi.com/what-we-do/secondary-container-labeling/


OSHA

Know Your Chemicals  
When OSHA visits

SafeTec’s SDS management system provides a simple and intelligent way to maintain 
compliance. Even if chemicals aren’t central to your business, their hazards are likely 
pervasive across your supply chain. With regulatory guidance administered by EPA, 

OSHA, DOT, DHS and the more recent adoption of GHS, your company may be 
at risk of non-compliance with environmental, safety, health, transportation and/or 

international laws simply because you have chemicals present at your facility.  
With solutions tailored to your organization’s needs, SafeTec helps you to  

accurately identify and close compliance gaps.

Learn more about On-site Inventory Services

https://safetec.hsi.com/on-site-inventory-services


Know Your Chemicals 
To protect your employees

Accidents happen. SafeTec helps ensure you have the tools needed to reduce exposure 
and report chemical spills. Our customer care team and 24/7/365 Emergency Hotline 

deliver peace-of-mind for you and your employees.

Learn more about 24-Hour Emergency Response Hotline

https://safetec.hsi.com/24-hour-emergency-response-hotline


Know Your Chemicals  
But take less time doing it

In the ever-changing world of chemical regulation and compliance, there’s always 
room for improvement. With SafeTec, you have the power and support to advance 

your chemical intelligence. Ready to get started? Connect with one of our customer 
relationship managers today. Schedule a demo.

Get started

https://safetec.hsi.com/request-a-demo

